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intelligence, and yet, the historical questions became more insistent. Was it possible to
distinguish explicitly parochial ideals from those of other Christian communities,
whether chapelries and confraternities, to wider notions of Christendom? Was it possible to write about lay processions without discussing the importance of social rank
and hierarchy? Might we imagine the parish and the agrarian metaphor without saying
anything about the payment of tithes? Was it possible to speak of parochial lay devotion without discussing the centrality of the Mass?
In Rentz’s defense, her eye is ﬁrmly on imagined ideals: the parish as an ideal spiritual community and ideals of collective worship. Willing as I was to be persuaded of
this, it was hard to shake the impression that occasionally her sources were being
pressed into service for the sake of an argument that was sometimes in quicksand.
The parish as an ideal spiritual community is essentially absent from the chapter on
the agrarian metaphor as Rentz honestly admits in her discussion of Langland’s
half-acre. Where effective connections are drawn from the text to manorial bylaws,
all that can be said for the parish is that Langland’s workers “resemble a kind of parish,” yet it is “a congregation of Piers’s own assembling” and one that has been “disconnected from the material parish” (120).
This study might have proﬁted from a deeper and more sustained engagement with
the historical work on the parish. Rentz draws fruitfully on the work of Eamon Duffy
and Katherine French but only glances at Andrew Brown’s work on popular piety that
appeared in 1995 and does not mention the important work of Robert Palmer on the
sale and leasing of parishes in England, published in 2002. Although the volume is
better conceived as a collection of essays than as a sustained argument about the late
medieval parish as an ideal spiritual community, Rentz’s work will be rightly read with
great proﬁt, as much by historians interested in the dynamics of the late medieval English church as by students of Piers Plowman and the Prick of Conscience.
John Craig, Simon Fraser University

“In centro et oculis urbis nostre”: La chiesa e il monastero di San Zaccaria.
Bernard Aikema, Massimo Mancini, and Paola Modesti, eds.
Chiese di Venezia 4. Venice: Marcianum Press, 2016. xii 1 426 pp. !39.
The Church of San Zaccaria in Venice, a short walk from Piazza San Marco, attracts
countless tourists each year and has long been studied for its artistic treasures by Bellini, Tintoretto, and Castagno, among others. By contrast, the large monastic complex
to which it is attached—now headquarters of the Carabinieri—has remained hidden
from both the scholarly and touristic eye. The sixteen essays in this volume are fruit of
a 2014 conference dedicated to both visible and hidden aspects of this important conventual foundation. Part of the series Chiese di Venezia, this undertaking combines
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perspectives of art and architectural historians, musicologists, archaeologists, and historians of monasticism. Nearly all contributions are in Italian, with English summaries.
Since its establishment in the ninth century, San Zaccaria has been characterized simultaneously by both visibility and enclosure. The Benedictine convent and its aristocratic nuns were intimately linked to the world outside the cloister by social, economic,
and religious ties: “in the center and eyes of our city.” The doge’s annual procession to
San Zaccaria for Easter vespers afﬁrmed its elevated civic and political importance,
which Silvia Carraro traces here to its earliest days. The nuns maintained, as Gary Radke
has written, “a symbiotic and necessarily permeable relationship [with] the city at large.”
(“Nuns and Their Art: The Case of San Zaccaria in Renaissance Venice,” Renaissance
Quarterly 54.2 [2001]: 431). The essays in this book engage both explicitly and implicitly with these themes and their tensions, as they explore the institution’s history, the life
of its occupants, and its architecture, decoration, and urban presence.
The contributions emphasize neglected or understudied aspects of San Zaccaria’s
history. Anna Rapetti studies the convent community and administration in its ﬁrst
ﬁve centuries, exposing the network of relationships that radiated from its cloistered
world. Mario L. Paolo Fassera sets conventual life at San Zaccaria in the context of
Benedictine rule, Venetian monasticism, and the patriarchal reforms of the 1520s.
Well after the imposition of clausura, strict enclosure, the nuns continued to assert
their status and public role through works of art. The last decades of the seventeenth
century saw the completion of a cycle of lunette paintings for the church walls, whose
celebratory iconography is untangled here by Andrea Gottdang.
The principal node of research is the monastery fabric in all its rich complexity: from
the opus sectile pavement of the twelfth-century church to the Quattrocento choir stalls,
and from archaeological excavations to modern conservation efforts. Michela Agazzi
charts the urbanistic transformation of the site, while Gianmario Guidarelli unveils
the secretive spaces of the monastic complex with its two Renaissance cloisters.
Gianpaolo Trevisan reconstructs the church structure as it was built after the 1106 ﬁre.
Only its crypt is visible today, below the mid-ﬁfteenth-century Gothic chiesa vecchia, or
old church. The latter became the nuns’ private church when the building we recognize
today was adjoined to its north aisle starting in 1458. With its triumphal stone facade,
the chiesa nuova became the monastery’s public space, where pilgrims could venerate the
institution’s important relics. In separate essays, Paola Modesti and Paola Placentino illuminate the forms, functions, and distinct histories of the “old” and “new” parts of this
double church.
This volume is not meant to offer a general introduction to San Zaccaria and assumes a scholarly audience possessing some familiarity with its history and architecture.
Rather, as the editors intended, it lays a solid foundation for future research. This aim
is supported by the appendix of original documents, including the ﬁfteenth-century
cerimoniale and the contract for the choir stalls, and four independent sections of
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photographs by Francesco Turio Böhm, which publicize lesser-known parts of the monastery.
The individual authors present rigorous research but rarely pause to reﬂect on the
wealth of information. Two brief essays by Giorgio Tagliaferro and Deborah Howard,
which are conceived as responses to Gottdang and Guidarelli, respectively, offer tantalizing hints of larger arguments to be made about the convent’s signiﬁcance. But this
reader would have wished for a greater effort at synthetic interpretation, either by the
editors in the introduction or in a separate essay. The nuns of San Zaccaria used art
and architecture to make an argument about their place in Venetian culture and society. Such an addition would do the same for the authors’ important but still somewhat cloistered scholarship.
Johanna D. Heinrichs, University of Kentucky

Un monastero di famiglia: Il Diario delle barberine della SS. Incarnazione (secc. XVII–
XVIII). Valentina Abbatelli, Alessia Lirosi, and Irene Palombo, eds.
With Gabriella Zarri. La memoria restituita 12. Florence: Viella, 2016. 464 pp. !46.
Founded in 1639 by Urban VIII for nuns and other women of the Barberini family as
part of papal nepotistic strategies, the Roman convent of SS. Incarnazione was established by his two nieces and other nuns drawn from the Observant Carmelite convent
of S. Maria degli Angeli in Florence, where famed mystic Saint Maria Maddalena de’
Pazzi (1566–1607, canonized 1669) had resided. As a center for Carmelite spirituality
associated with this saint, SS. Incarnazione was regarded as one of the most prestigious
convents favored by the aristocracy in Baroque Rome. This volume publishes the
chronicle of SS. Incarnazione in Rome as part of the series La memoria restituita,
which aims to bring to light little-known writings of women buried in Italian archives
and make them readily available to scholars.
Two essays, by Gabriella Zarri and Valentina Abbatelli, respectively, introduce the
book, which is primarily devoted to Abbatelli’s transcription of the two-volume diario
of SS. Incarnazione (1639–1781) located in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. She
faithfully maintains the original character of the Italian manuscript with only minor
adjustments for readability, which she carefully explains in her essay. Zarri’s essay usefully reviews the origins and historical development of monastic chronicles, noting
that while chronicles of female convents exist from the ﬁfteenth century following Observant reforms, these manuscripts became more common in the late sixteenth century
after the prescriptions of the Council of Trent to keep records of nun’s professions and
deaths and administrative journals. Zarri relates the family dynastic character and ecclesiastical privileges of the Barberini foundation to that of medieval eigenklösters, yet
SS. Incarnazione’s revised constitutions written by suor Innocenza Barberini (1657)
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